Pittsburg State University
Pittsburg, Kansas

DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC

MID-AMERICA YOUTH ORCHESTRA
CAROL ANN MARTIN, Conductor
MELVIN BAUM, Assistant Conductor

ALICE COOK, SOLOIST

Saturday, May 11, 1985
McCray Recital Hall
7:00 p.m.

PROGRAM

THE IMPRESSARIO OVERTURE, K. 486  --------------------------- MOZART

PRELUDE, CHORALE AND FUGUE  ------------------------------- BACH-ABERT

FINALE: Allegro con fuoco (from "NEW WORLD SYMPHONY")  --------- DVORAK

FANFARONDO  ------------------------------------------------- JOHN GIBSON

Melvin Baum, Conductor

VIOLIN CONCERTO IN G MINOR, OP. 26  ------------------------- BRUCH
I. Allegro moderato  Alice Cook, Violin

MEDLEY from "SOUND OF MUSIC"  ----------------------------- RODGERS & HAMMERSTEIN
Arr. Robert Russell Bennett
MID-AMERICA YOUTH ORCHESTRA
CAROLANN MARTIN, CONDUCTOR
Melvin Baum, Assistant Conductor

FIRST VIOLINS
Alice Cook, Concertmistress, PHS
Ling Ho, PSU
Gina Kruger, Joplin Parkwood HS
Shannon Wettstein, PHS
Reyna Burris Nabbout, PSU

SECOND VIOLINS
Carl Cook, Principal, PHS
Gavin Buffington, PHS
David Maddox, PSU
John Sheverbush, PHS
Mary Elliott James, PSU faculty

VIOLAS
Michelle Lane, Co-Principal, PSU
Elizabeth Council, Co-Principal, Independence HS
Cecily Noel, PSU
David Butler, PHS

CELLOS
Mark Appier, Principal, PHS
Jennifer Council, Independence HS
Howard Kersey, PHS

BASSES
Melvin Baum, PSU
Scott Simpson, PHS

FLUTES
Kim Simmons, Joplin Parkwood HS
Shelly Rouse, PHS
Melissa Spaulding, PHS

OBOES
Todd Miller, Joplin Parkwood HS
Bryan Williams, Parsons HS

CLARINETs
Angie Coots, PHS
Kristie Smith, Joplin
Scott Lane, Liberal HS

BASSOON
Cheryl Huddleston, PMS

HORNs
Mark Powls, PSU
Tracy Carson, PSU
Malinda Huls, PSU
Richard G. Cook, PSU faculty

TRUMPETS
Jeff Brown, PSU
Angie Shelton, Parsons HS

TROMBONES
Pat Sweeten, PSU
Jaye George, PSU
Bill Thomas, PSU

TUBA
Paul Suffridge, PSU

PERCUSSION
Matt Foster, PHS
Rick Walker, PSU

HARP
Julianne Rivera, PSU

ORCHESTRA STAFF
Michelle Lane, Admin. Asst.
Ling Ho, Co-Librarian
Cecily Noel, Co-Librarian
David Maddox, Stage Manager